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Overview of the Records

Repository: New York State Archives

Summary: This series contains the main working files on hazardous waste site cases that are handled by the Division of Environmental Enforcement (DEE). These records are used predominantly to monitor enforcement of orders rendered in ongoing hazardous waste site cases. The records include correspondence, technical and summary reports, site maps, news releases, and usually a copy of the consent order.

Creator: New York (State). Department of Environmental Conservation. Division of Environmental Enforcement

Title: Hazardous waste site cases

Quantity: 319 cubic feet


Series: 16943

Arrangement

Unarranged.

Scope and Content Note

This series contains the main working files on hazardous waste site cases that are handled by the Division of Environmental Enforcement (DEE). These records are used predominantly to monitor enforcement of orders rendered in ongoing hazardous waste site cases. The records include correspondence, technical and summary reports, site maps, news releases, and usually a copy of the consent order.
Other Finding Aids

Available at Repository

Transfer lists for each accretion are available at the repository, except as noted below.

16943-14, 16943-14A: Folder list is available at the repository.

16943-16A: Container list available at the repository.

16943-19, 16493-19A, 16493-19B: Transfer list is available at the repository.

Use of Records

Access Restrictions

Series contains some restricted material. State Archives staff will review requests and disclose records in accordance with New York State Freedom of Information Law (FOIL).

Administrative Information

Acquisition Information

16943-12: This accretion includes records from transfer lists 99051l, 99051K, 99051J, 99051A, and 990051.

16943-13: This accretion includes records from transfer lists 990051, 99051J, and 99051K.

16943-13A: This accretion includes records from transfer lists 990051, 99051I, 99051J, and 99051K.

16943-14: This accretion includes records from transfer lists 99051K, 99051J, and 99051l.

16943-14A: This accretion includes records from transfer lists 99051J, 99051K, and 990051.

16943-15: This accretion includes records from transfer list 99051K.

16943-16: This accretion includes records from transfer lists 990051, 99051A, 99051I, 99051J, and 99051K.
16943-16A: This accretion includes records from transfer lists 990051 and 99051J.

16943-17: This accretion includes records from transfer lists 99051A and 99051B.

16943-18: This accretion includes records from transfer list 000101.

16943-19: This accretion includes records from transfer lists 000101, 99051A, and 99051B and was transferred under RDA 16943.

16943-19A: This accretion was transferred under RDA 16943 and includes records from transfer lists 990051 and 99051J.

16943-19B: This accretion was transferred under RDA 16943 and includes records from transfer lists 990051 and 99051J.

16493-20: This accretion was transferred under RDA 16943 and includes records from transfer lists 00101, 010101, 010102, 010105, 070052, 080177, 990051, and 99051K.

16493-20A: This accretion was transferred under RDA 16943 and includes records from transfer lists 010105, 030051, 040055, 040057, 060051, 060052, 060053, 990051, and 99051J.

16493-21: This accretion was transferred under RDA 16493 and includes records from transfer lists 990051 and 000101.

16493-22: This accretion was transferred under RDA 16493 and includes records from transfer lists 990051.

Access Terms

- Legal documents
- Clippings (information artifacts)
- Environmental mediation--New York (State)
- Monitoring environment
- New York (State)
- Hazardous waste sites
- Memorandums
- Investigating
- Environmental law